Abstract -In this contribution we apply the probability hypothesis density (PHD) filter algorithm for joint tracking of an unknown varying number of targets to automotive environment sensing systems. We use data from a vision and a lidar sensor as well as the vehicle ESP system. After deriving a method to parametrise the algorithm systematically from detection performance statistics we proof the applicability of the method for automotive tracking based on real sensor data.
Introduction
Several driver assistance systems observing the vehicle environment have already been introduced to the market. The first generation of such systems, introduced for Active Cruise Control (ACC) applications, were realized with long range radar or lidar technology. As a classification feature to distinguish between real targets of interest and background measurements, these systems exclusively used the measured and tracked target velocities over ground. Needless to say, that such a scheme recognizes only moving targets and advanced applications as emergency braking and ACC stop-andgo rely on a robust non-moving object detection, espe- cially in traffic jam situations for instance. In addition, the same is the case for safety systems related to vulnerable road users (VRU), who are often just standing in urban areas. This is why the currently available second generation of ACC systems, solves the problem by taking additional sensor data features into account for a non moving object detection. But due to legal reasons and a remaining uncertainty the fully automatic breaking action is released by the driver after a warning signal.
A further system improvement is expected particularly from heterogeneous sensor data fusion strategies. Future cars will be equipped with additional sensors anyway, such as video sensors for Nightvision and Lane Keeping applications and precise digital maps for navigation purposes. In the best case, using this additional sensor information allows fully automatic decision making without driver interaction, but at least, the systems will produce a faster and more precise response, in matters of identity classification as well as state estimation, because more independent information is available in shorter time.
The most feasible ways to combine data from current automotive sensors are object-list-level or track-totrack fusion approaches allowing the seamless integration of different sensor systems for stand alone applications from possibly different manufacturers with low communication load. But their main drawback is the fact, that although we can achieve good target position and velocity estimation refinements, the improvement related to detection performance, as well as identity or class membership estimation is poor, because each sensors decision making relies only on its individual measurements without taking the other sensors into account. In contrast, low-level or feature-level sensor fusion requires a high bandwith realtime communication network and the integration of raw data interfaces into the sensors. But this effort pays off because all sensor information can be joined before decision making allowing the beneficial use of all available sensor data for centralized detection and classification purposes.
As a step towards such a system we examine the PHD filter as a method for simultaneously managing existence evidence for an unknown varying number of targets over time by incorporating multiple low level sensor measurements without a data association strategy.
Related Work
The PHD filter algorithm introduced by R.Mahler [1] , [2] , [3] was already implemented for different applications [4] , [5] and for Track-before-Detect [6] . To our knowledge there are no applications in the automotive field so far. Instead Kalman filter approaches dominate the area of vehicle tracking in various variants [7] , [8] .
Paper Structure
After the introduction the paper continues with our sensor setup and shortly describes the sensor data preprocessing in section two. Section three reviews the basics of PHD filtering, presents our sensor and process modeling and introduces modifications to the default algorithm. Afterwards the implementation details of the particle filter are discussed in section four and the results are presented in section five. A conclusion with a suggestion of further examinations closes the paper.
Sensors and Data Processing
Our test vehicle is equipped with a 16-channel multibeam lidar with a distance range of up to 200 meters, a distance resolution of 0.1m and horizontal directional resolution of 10. Additionally we mounted an automotive CMOS camera behind the windshield with standard VGA resolution (see Figure 1 ). The sensors measurements arrive asynchronously at 16Hz from the lidar, 25Hz from the camera and 50Hz from the ESPsystem, but we obtain the measurement timestamps from a central realtime clock. Calculating the spatial alignments of the sensors mounted at different positions on the vehicle enables us to join their measurements in a common fusion reference coordinate system. For example the spatial alignment of the vision and the lidar sensor, together with the intrinsic camera parameters, allow the projection of lidar measurements into the image domain, depicted as diamonds in figure 2 . Like many other systems, we use these projections as an attention control for an image subwindow classifier, the popular Adaboost classifier introduced by Viola and Jones [9] , to distinguish between vehicles and background (cyan boxes in fig. 2 ). The next step is a cluster algorithm, that groups adjacent boxes and their associated lidar echoes. These clusters form the measurement set Z. The ESP measurements consist of the four wheel revolutions and the yawrate of the sensor platform, referred to as the ego vehicle from now, and are obtained from the vehicle CAN-bus. 
Ego-Motion Estimation
The ego-motion of the vehicle is estimated using an Extended Kalman-Filter (EKF) with a state space consisting of the ego-velocity, the ego-yawrate and their accelerations, related to the local vehicle coordinate system, that originates in the center of the rear axis (see fig. 3 ): xego (Ve,be,Cae (We )I (2) The EKF prediction uses a discrete wiener process acceleration model with the process noise covariance: 3 
Data Filtering
In theroy, the state space of automotive vehicle tracking is a tuple of a random finite set F [1] , [3] , representing the multitarget states of the other vehicles and the vector Xego containing the dynamics of the ego vehicle.
Because it is extremely difficult to track within this state space and because the target and the ego-motion can be assumed independent, we decided to filter the two components independently.
The ego-motion measurement vector consists of the four wheel revolutions and the yawrate measurement, obtained from the ESP sensors: (4) Assuming Ackermann steering geometry ( fig. 3 ), these measurements are related to the ego-motion state vecZego= (RFL, RFR, RRL, RRR, w)'
PHD Prediction
The PHD can be predicted forward in time by: (12) where Bkl_k1 is the PHD of new born targets and fkl_k1 is the single target Markov transition probability distribution function. Apparently, a mechanism of target spawning can be omitted in the application of automotive vehicle tracking and the Markov transition pdf is implicitly given by the stochastic difference equation: (10) An important property of the PHD is that it integrates to the expected number of targets within the state space:
E(lFr) JD(x)dx (11) For efficiency reasons, in multitarget filtering tasks the PHD is propagated in a Bayesian-like manner instead of the full joint multitarget probability distribution p, because evaluating the latter would introduce an enormous combinatorial complexity. The parameter p, is the detector sensitivity, thus the probability of detection and A is the average number of false alarms spatially distributed according to ck.
Since our sensors measure asynchronously, the measurement set Zk at time k either is a set of lidar echoes or each single measurement z C Zk is a cluster of several image detection boxes. We only classify targets when video measurements arrive, but utilize features from both sensors. Because we use attention control for the video classifier, each image detection cluster has an association to an ROI generating echo of the latest preceding lidar scan. Two scalar features are extracted for classification -the size of the detection clusters from the video classifier and the amplitude of the associated ROI generating lidar echo. Statistics of the feature distributions (see fig. 4 ) computed from an preclassified evaluation data set, allow the approximation of the existence probabilities of the target candidates conditioned on their individual feature values p(car fa A fs) [10] . Thresholding the existence probability leads to a binary decision between target or clutter. By varying the threshold and testing the detector against the test database, we obtain the receiver operating characteristics (ROC) [11] of the detection algorithm, assigning a sensitivity p, (probability of detection) and a precision pp (true-positives to number of alarms ratio) to each threshold value ( fig.  5 ). Parameterizing the PHD-Filter with these statistics is not straight forward, because the precision value as a measure of false alarm probability does not fit in the Poisson process model with occurrence rate A utilized in the PHD equations, whereas the sensitivity can be directly incorporated. To solve the issue, we assume a state space with only one possible target position, hence targets can just be present or not. In this case the spatial imprecision of the sensors and the clutter process vanish to unity and the PHD becomes the estimated scalar number of targets: 
where ZTP is the set of true positive measurements. We learn that the PHD filter performs an ad-hoc approximation of the detector precision with the a-priori 
ZZk ff(zy)DkIk-l(yZk-)dy
The probability distribution f(z x) of the lidar sensor model internally consists of the measurement noise, that was determined from empiric examinations and a coordinate transform from the state space, thus the local vehicle coordinate system to the polar lidar measurement coordinate system. For the likelihood of the vision part, we assumed Gaussian statistics by calculating the mean values and the covariances for each detection cluster from the spreading of its boxes in the video image. The likelihood of a position in vehicle coordinates is calculated then by first projecting it into the image domain and evaluating the Gaussian pdf of the measurement at the projected image position.
Existence Probability Filtering
Like [12] we encountered the problem that the PHD shows bad performance in filtering the number of targets. When reviewing equation (27), we learn that besides the first term related to the false negatives, the absolute mass of the a-priori PHD is not used for the final number of targets estimate, but just for computing the expected relation between true positives and over all alarms. In fact, equation (29) 
Particle Implementation
The PHD is represented by a weighted set of N particles (Xi, wt). The sum of the particle weights wt is the expected number of targets within the state space. In our implementation there is no explicit filter initialization, since the birth model accounts for new targets anyway.
Prediction
According to equation (12) , the prediction operation consists of the target transition as well as target birth and target death. The birth model is only applied in the video measurement cycles. To approximate the birth PHD, we project each measurement, consisting of a set of video detections with the help of the distance information from the associated ROI-generating lidar echoes back into the local vehicle coordinate system and initialize Nb particles with Gaussian noise around these locations. The velocity components are initialized uniformly distributed within [-Vmax-.Vmax]-
The weights of the birth particles are initialized uniformly, too, and sum to the total birth PHD probability mass. The particles of the a-posteriori PHD of the previous time step are propageted through equation (14) by sampling from v -JV(O, Qt). Afterwards, the weights of the propagated particles are multiplied with 1 -Pdeath to account for target death.
Innovation
To avoid error-prone clustering operations on the lidar scans, due to their poor spatial resolution (right of fig.2 ), we chose to treat them as completely unresolved distance profiles, only providing spatial evidence. In contrast the vision sensor allows the extraction of target hypotheses with existence probabilities, utilizing the amplitudes of the ROI generating echoes as described above. This is why there are different innovation procedures, depending on the measurement type.
The video update step implements the PHD equations described above. As a first step, we save the prior number of targets estimation Eklk i( F ) . Afterwards, we downweight the whole particle set by multiplying with the false negative probability to represent the PHD of missed targets. Fore each measurement z e Zk we thereafter compute the particle likelihoods f(z, xt) who are first normalized to sum to unity and rescaled with the measurement specific detector presicion pp(z) afterwards. The resulting likelihood vector is added to the particle weights and the process is repeated for the remaining measurements ( fig.6/top) 'line licar innovation step initializes a special temporary lidar particle weight w' = 0 for each particle. For each echo we add the sensor likelihood f(z, xt) to the lidar weights of each particle ( fig.6/bottom) . Afterwards the lidar weights are normalized to sum to unity, because they only carry state evidence. Actually this is the ordinary SIR filter update.
Experiments and Results
We investigated real data from highway and country road scenes. The system was parameterized with
Resampling
The resampling step preforms importance sampling with the PHD weights as importance density, if an video update preceded or with the lidar weights otherwise. The concept of inversion sampling is well known, so we just note that the total weight of the PHD is preserved in both cases of the resampling step.
Target Extraction
We extract individual targets from the peaks of the PHD surface exclusively after video innovations with a modified version of the EM-algorithm [14] for fitting a Gaussian mixture into weighted data samples (Xi, wi), described in [12] . Like Figure 7 /top shows the total PHD weight for this scene over time for the original PHD (K = 1) and the fixed-gain (K = 0.1) PHD filters. Obviously the fixed-gain filter introduces the missing memory of the original PHD estimation concerning the number of targets, as it is observable in the low-pass behavior of the total PHD weight. As a result, the number of surviving components of the EM-algorithm is less fluctuating than with the original PHD filter (see figure 7/bottom). We apply the EM-algorithm in four dimensions, hence each component has a mean value consisting of position and velocity. Figure 8 shows the posterior PHD at a certain timestep after resampling together with the position and velocity estimates from the EM-algorithm. The whole scene is logged over time in a static world coordinate system, with its origin at the ego vehicles position at time t = 0 in figure 9 . Bayesian existence filtering like the IPDA algorithm.
